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Abstract

Why do we continue to see evidence that nonprofit staff feel like outcome measurement is missing important aspects of their work? Based on an analysis of over 1,000 pages of material in 10 outcome measurement guides and a focused literature review of frontline work in three types of nonprofit organizations, this article shows that existing outcome measurement frameworks focus on how staff implement programs rather than how staff work with clients. Outcome measurement guides direct nonprofits to track program activities completed and the outcomes resulting from those program activities. In contrast, the accounts of frontline work in nonprofits show that nonprofit staff start by building a relationship with the person they are serving and then adjusting programs and services to better meet the needs and goals of this individual. Consequently, outcome measurement may go some distance in helping us understand nonprofit performance but may also mischaracterize nonprofit performance.
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It has been 15 years since the United Way first published its outcome measurement guide for nonprofit organizations. Over that time period, it has sold more than 170,000 copies and many other guidebooks and tools have been developed to help nonprofits measure outcomes. Perhaps not surprisingly, recent national surveys of nonprofits show that measuring outcomes is the most common purpose for undertaking evaluative activities by nonprofits and half of nonprofits have developed logic models or theories of change (http://www.innonet.org). Despite these efforts, nonprofit staff express a persistent concern that outcome measurement misses important aspects of their work (e.g., Carman, 2007, p. 68; Hwang & Powell, 2009, p. 294).
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To elucidate what might be missing and to inform efforts to better measure nonprofit outcomes, this article compares the content of 10 outcome measurement guides targeted at nonprofits with empirical studies and firsthand accounts of what nonprofit staff do as they work with those they serve. The purpose of this comparison was to examine the extent to which prominent outcome measurement frameworks actually measure what nonprofit staff do to support positive outcomes for their target populations. The analysis shows that existing outcome measurement frameworks focus on how nonprofit staff implement programs rather than focusing on how nonprofit staff work with clients. More specifically, current outcome measurement frameworks direct nonprofits to track program activities completed (e.g., parenting education workshops completed) and the outcomes resulting from those program activities (e.g., parents support children with school work, delinquency rates decline). In contrast, accounts of frontline work show that nonprofit staff start by building a relationship with the person in front of them. This relational work is necessary for staff to adjust programs and strategies to better meet the goals and needs of the individual; to determine possible courses of action in light of the individual’s circumstances and capacity; and to mobilize outside resources in support of the individual’s goal. Comparing the guides and the frontline work reveals how existing outcome measurement frameworks do not adequately capture the relational work staff do even though this relational work is critical for the ability of nonprofits to support positive outcomes for those they serve. Consequently, while current outcome measurement efforts may go some distance in helping us understand nonprofit performance, this analysis suggests that these efforts risk mischaracterizing nonprofit performance.

This article is organized as follows: The next section reviews the existing literature on nonprofits and outcome measurement and describes how the analysis presented here contributes to this literature. I then examine frontline work by reviewing empirical studies and firsthand accounts of practice in three areas: human services, neighborhood development, and grassroots organizing. These three areas were chosen because they capture different ways that nonprofit staff work with their target population to address poverty and distress: human service staff focus on change at the individual or family level; neighborhood development staff focus more on change at the community level; and grassroots organizing staff focus on change at the policy level. While not representative of all nonprofits, this diversity helped to illuminate whether the aspects of nonprofit work not well captured in current outcome measurement frameworks were confined to a specific subset of nonprofits. I present an analytic framework, based on this review, for characterizing the frontline workers’ activities. The fourth section presents the analysis of the 10 outcome measurement guides focusing specifically on what nonprofits are told to measure about their work. These guides, totaling over 1,000 pages of text, were identified through a systematic scan of organizational websites of funders, management support organizations, and professional associations. The final section compares what nonprofits are told to measure in the guides to the analytical framework presented in the third section and discusses the risks of focusing narrowly on program activities completed and the outcomes resulting from those program activities. I outline areas for further research in the final section.

Outcome Measurement in the Nonprofit Sector

Outcome measurement involves the ongoing process of defining, monitoring, and using performance indicators to improve organizational effectiveness and efficiency (Poister, 2003). Outcome measurement started getting a lot of attention by nonprofit staff during the 1990s in response to funder requirements for measurable results (see http://www.geofunders.org), although the concepts and ideas have deeper roots in evaluation (Shadish, Cook, & Leviton, 1991; Wholey et al., 1986). At that time, outcome measurement was seen as distinct from past evaluative efforts in a few important respects: (a) it was a tool to help nonprofits move past tracking activities to assessing how their target population was better-off as a result of the services provided, (b) it put evaluation more firmly in
the hands of nonprofits, and (c) it emphasized improving practice over determining a definitive causal relationship between programs and measurable results (New England Nonprofit Quarterly, 1998).

Over the course of 20 years, consultants, funders, national associations, and management support organizations have developed guidebooks and tools to help nonprofits develop outcome measurement systems for their organizations as well as shared standardized outcome measurement systems (http://http://www.fsg.org/impactareas/overview.aspx). With all this attention to measurable outcomes, it is not surprising that national surveys of nonprofits show that measuring outcomes is the most common purpose for undertaking evaluative activities by nonprofits (Fine, Thayer, & Coghlan, 2000; http://www.innonet.org).

A number of studies have examined the adoption and implementation of outcome measurement by nonprofits. Some of this work has documented the adoption of outcome measurement by nonprofits in response to funder requirements (Benjamin, 2008; Campbell, 2002; Christensen & Ebrahim, 2006; Cutt & Murray, 2000; Ebrahim, 2005; Hwang & Powell, 2009; Julian, 2001). Other studies have looked at nonprofit organizations’ efforts to measure and manage for outcomes, highlighting successful practices (Hendricks, Plantz & Pritchard, 2008; Houchin & Nicholson, 2002; Morley, Vinson, & Hatry, 2001; Sawhill & Williamson, 2001). Researchers have documented the prevalence of evaluative activities among nonprofit organizations in specific locations (Carman, 2007; Carman & Fredericks, 2008; Eckerd & Moulton, 2011; Fine et al., 2000; LeRoux & Wright, 2010; Zimmermann & Stevens, 2006).

Yet, across these studies, we see evidence that nonprofit staff believe outcome measurement is missing valuable aspects of their work and consequently failing to capture important differences they are making in the lives of those they serve (e.g., Benjamin, 2004; Carman 2007; Carman & Fredericks, 2008; Hwang & Powell, 2009). As one practitioner put it, “There are some things that just don’t seem to be an easy fit for the model . . . So that’s why part of the concern is that if you strictly follow the outcome measurement model you may not be adequately representing your agency. Yeah, you’ll have the things down there but there may be a whole list of other things that may be most important that are not being included” (Director of Community Center, personal communication, August 15, 2002).

Existing literature suggests four possible reasons for the mismatch between outcome measurement frameworks and the work that staff do to ensure positive outcomes for those they serve. First, outcome measurement has become tightly coupled with funding requirements, reinforcing the tendency to focus data collection on what is necessary for reporting to donors rather than what is necessary for internal development and learning (Christensen & Ebrahim, 2006; Cutt & Murray, 2000; Ebrahim, 2005). Second, performance measurement frameworks do not currently measure the important role nonprofits play in engaging citizens in the collective effort to address social problems (Knutsen & Brower, 2010; Smith, 2010). Third, as a standardized framework, outcome measurement conflicts with the experimental nature of nonprofit work (Hwang & Powell, 2009). Fourth, nonprofits do not have the capacity to adequately measure outcomes (Botcheva, White, & Huffman, 2002; Carman & Fredericks, 2008).

While this literature sheds some light on why nonprofit staff believe that outcome measurement frameworks are missing valuable aspects of their work, there has been no systematic examination of how nonprofits are actually guided to measure their performance or how these outcome measurement frameworks align with what nonprofits do to achieve positive outcomes for those they serve. Comparing what nonprofits are directed to measure with what staff actually do to achieve outcomes for their clients is important for two reasons. First, recent national survey results show that 79% of nonprofits are measuring their own performance without the help of a professional evaluator, suggesting that nonprofits are relying on other resources, including “how to” guidebooks and tools, to help them measure their performance. And even though no systematic survey has been done to determine what outcome measurement guides nonprofits are using, half of nonprofits surveyed in a
national study reported having developed a logic model/theory of change (http://www.innonet.org) and records from publishers show that significant numbers of well-known guidebooks have been distributed. For example, the United Way’s Outcome Measurement Guide has sold more than 170,000 copies, while the Kellogg Foundation’s Logic Model Guide has a distribution of 20,000, and The Rensselaerville Institute’s Outcomes Funding Framework is in its fourth printing (Publishers, personal communication, April 2011).

Second, if nonprofit staff believe outcome measurement is missing important aspects of their work, then looking more closely at this work is a logical step. Existing research has focused on the nonprofit organization as a whole (e.g., documenting the evaluative activities undertaken by the nonprofit; the effect of outcome measurement requirements on the nonprofit). But any effort by a nonprofit to achieve better outcomes must be translated into the frontline encounter (Brodkin, 2008). Only by looking at what staff actually do as they work with users to achieve positive outcomes can we understand what may be missing in existing outcome measurement frameworks. As one nonprofit practitioner explained, “I think [outcome measurement] is a worthwhile thing. I am not complaining about the time it takes; it is a tool that needs to be continuously refined and made better, but it needs to get closer to the actual activity” (Interview cited in Hwang & Powell, 2009, p. 294). This article compares what frontline staff actually do to support positive outcomes for those they serve with the content of 10 outcome measurement guides to elucidate what aspects of nonprofit work may be not well captured by existing outcome measurement frameworks.

Frontline Work in Nonprofits

Frontline work is the direct work staff and volunteers do with users—clients, residents, constituents, or peers—to change some circumstance and improve their lives. This section focuses specifically on nonprofits that provide human services, nonprofits that redevelop neighborhoods, and nonprofits that engage in grassroots organizing to address poverty and distress. Broadly speaking, human service work involves building skills and increasing knowledge to encourage individuals and families to adopt practices or behaviors that can lead to a better life. Grassroots organizing work builds leadership within marginalized communities so that these communities are better able to take action that changes institutions and policies that contribute to their distress. Neighborhood development work involves revitalizing the physical, economic, and social infrastructure of neighborhoods.

Reviewing the literature in these three areas sheds light on the work nonprofit staff do as they seek to serve marginalized communities. These three areas were chosen because they capture different ways that nonprofit staff work with their target population to address poverty and distress: human service nonprofits work more at an individual level, community development nonprofits work at a neighborhood level, and grassroots organizing nonprofits work to change policy. While not representative of all nonprofits, this diversity helps illuminate whether the aspects of nonprofit work not well captured in current outcome measurement frameworks is confined to a specific subset of nonprofits. However, the conclusions drawn here cannot be generalized to other types of nonprofits.

While recognizing the diversity of this work, the literature suggests that frontline staff in these nonprofits engage in four common relational practices—listening, naming, challenging, and linking—as they adjust programs or services to meet the specific needs and goals of users; work with users to determine the best course of action in light of the user’s particular circumstances; and mobilize other resources outside of the program or organization to ensure positive outcomes for users. Examples are given for each of the four tasks below and Table 1 summarizes this work. The conceptualization of this work requires further empirical probing and this is addressed in the final section.
Listening is central to the work of frontline staff. Depending on the organizational mission, nonprofit staff listen for certain experiences, capacity, emotions, and context. Listening not only involves attending to what someone says, often with a specific programmatic or organizational filter, but also asking skillful questions to convey interest and care and demonstrate attention. For example, delivering human services requires staff to listen to users in a way that shows respect and an openness and receptivity to client concerns. All of this is necessary to build the personalized relationships necessary for “client cooperation” (Clary, 1987; Handler, 1992). Listening in human service organizations may be shaped by assumptions staff have about the social worth of the person, attribution of responsibility for the client’s problem, amenability of the client to change, desired end results, and the view of the client as an object or a subject (Hasenfeld, 2000, 2010). These assumptions can be challenged or reaffirmed depending on how staff listen to clients, including how they respond to what they hear; whether they acknowledge what users say, and how they ask questions to understand the context of users’ lives (http://www.buildingmovementproject.org).

Similarly, for nonprofits that engage in grassroots organizing, listening is a central mode of practice (Gecan, 2004; Warren, 2001). Organizers learn that “[Organizing is] the totally unglamorous repetitive process of listening to individuals one on one. You listen to each person very carefully. You hear what people say. You look for the emotions behind their thoughts. You look for the values that shape their thoughts” (Eichler, 2007, p. 43). Listening is far from a homogenous practice for organizers. Different organizing traditions advise organizers to listen for specific information when interacting with community members. For example, organizers working from a power-based tradition listen for signs of potential leadership, or “someone with enthusiasm, energy and commitment,” (Smock, 2004, p. 39). Organizers working from a women’s organizing tradition listen for what they can learn from those most reticent to speak, asking open-ended questions as a way of encouraging the development of voice (Belenky, Bond, & Weinstock, 1997; Stall & Stoecker, 1998).

Naming refers to how staff work with their target populations to define problems and determine possible courses of action. The way nonprofit staff work with their target populations to develop an account of the problem that spurs specific action varies across nonprofits. For example, for

| Table 1. Nonprofit Frontline Work |
| Relational work | Examples from human service | Examples from grassroots organizing | Examples from neighborhood development |
| Listening | Listen to clients for evidence of willingness to change | Listen to constituents for evidence of commitment and enthusiasm | Listen to residents to identify pressing concerns in the neighborhood |
| Naming | Work with clients to define individual service plan | Work with constituents to define a collective account of common experiences | Work with residents to set the agenda for neighborhood development |
| Challenging | Challenge clients to make behavioral changes while recognizing clients as authorities on their problem. | Challenge constituents to take on new leadership roles while providing the support they need to be successful | Challenge residents to take charge of their neighborhood while recognizing the limits of the organization to address resident concerns |
| Linking | Connect clients with other community supports | Connect constituents with others facing similar concerns | Connect residents with resource holders outside the community |
grassroots organizers naming has been an explicit social change strategy: naming is used to translate a common set of individual experiences into a collective account that creates a common bond, reduces isolation, and provides a basis for collective action (Chetkovich & Kunreuther, 2006; Evans & Boyte, 1992; Mansbridge & Morris, 2001; Smock, 2004). In her review of major organizing models, Smock (2004) notes that diagnosing and framing the community’s problems is a central task for organizers: “[they] provid[e] a framework that residents can use to reflect on and make sense of their experiences . . . by helping residents to identify causal explanations for their grievances, the organizations shape the strategies that residents adopt for addressing these problems” (pp. 6–7).

For frontline staff in neighborhood development organizations, naming captures a core dilemma of practice. Neighborhood development organizations, like community development corporations, grew out of the frustration of inner-city leaders with policies and programs that were imposed from the outside and the belief that strategies to address the problems of the inner city should be controlled and defined by the community (Halpern, 1995). Consequently, neighborhood development organizations are supposed to be resident led but housing development goals require partnerships with lenders and others that can limit the extent to which residents can actually influence the nonprofit organization’s agenda (Silverman, 2005). Consequently, staff walk a tightrope between encouraging residents to “name” or identify neighborhood problems that should guide the organization’s work and the concerns of external funders. Not knowing how to handle this process can result in the organization losing the trust and faith of residents and any claims of “representing the neighborhood” made by the nonprofit.

Challenging

Challenging refers to the work nonprofit staff do to determine how and when to nudge someone to take an action necessary to produce desired changes. Challenging is a term that connotes both struggle and victory (http://www.thefreedictionary.com/challenging). Challenging requires a level of attention by frontline staff to an individual’s readiness to take risks by trying something new or letting go of something old: whether it is encouraging a woman to leave an abusive relationship; encouraging a resident to organize a neighborhood watch, even though this could mean reporting on residents they know; or encouraging a new leader to facilitate a meeting with public officials. Not challenging adeptly can set someone up for failure or leave them stuck in circumstances that are detrimental. Challenging also includes the work required to reflect and respond when users question staff suggestions. Not responding adeptly to challenges from users can mean a breach in trust, loss of legitimacy, or a missed opportunity to improve nonprofit practice.

For grassroots organizers, building leadership requires understanding an individual’s “path to power” (Laura Barrett, Gamaliel Foundation, personal communication, August 25, 2011). “Developing leaders doesn’t just happen by default, it takes an intensive process of recruitment, training, mentoring and support . . . organizers challenge new recruits to take on increasingly difficult roles until they are confidently engaged in levels of leadership that they never may have thought possible . . . throughout that process the organizers work to ensure that the leaders are successful in their new roles” (Smock, 2004, p. 38). Challenging emerging leaders to take on new responsibilities too soon can set them up for failure while failing to challenge emerging leaders can result in an organizer getting out in front, taking on tasks or roles that should be done by emerging leaders (Eichler, 2007; Gittell & Vidal, 1998). Similarly, human service staff are in the business of changing people: “the daily tasks focus on providing treatment, education or socialization with the intent of altering the physical, psychological, social or cultural attributes of their clients” (Sandfort, 2003, p. 607). Here, frontline staff balance a tension between acceptance and change. On one hand, staff should accept users as they are, without moral judgment, and as important experts in their own lives. On the other hand, staff bring professional expertise to bear on user’s problems and are in the position of trying to support users to change (Berlin, 2005).
Linking

Linking refers to the work nonprofits do to connect those they serve to other individual and institutional actors that can support change. Human service workers are encouraged to increase client power by, among other things, “linking clients to supportive social networks that can lend them resources and reduce dependence on the agency” (Hasenfeld, 1992b, p. 270). In her work on empowering human services, Naomi Gottlieb (1992) notes that those organizations where the staff recognized and valued the power of a user’s peers, created conditions of greater autonomy and self-direction among users. The degree to which human service workers build relationships among users and other social supports depends on the type of service delivered and the professional norms of the organization.

In neighborhood development, staff link residents both with other residents, usually along neighborhood or block lines and link the neighborhood and its residents with institutions outside neighborhood boundaries. Neighborhood development staff may organize block parties or neighborhood socials for residents to get to know one another. They also work to build relationships between outside resource holders (employers, banks, commercial establishments) that might invest in the neighborhood. For example, Kretzmann and McKnight (1993), the originators of asset-based community development, explain that “one of the central challenges for asset based community developers is to constantly build and rebuild relationships between and among local residents, local association and local institutions” (p. 9).

Summary

Accounts of frontline work in nonprofits show that staff do more than complete a set of program activities, they do relational work. This relational work is critical for supporting positive outcomes for those they serve, both those intended by the program and other outcomes desired by users. This relational work is necessary to adjust programs and services to meet the particular goals and needs of users; to determine possible courses of action, given the user’s situation, and to mobilize outside resources all in an effort to support positive outcomes for users.

Outcome Measurement: Measuring What Matters About the Work

Over the past 20 years, many tools and guidebooks have been developed to help nonprofits measure outcomes. These guides are a source of normative messages about what nonprofit organizations should measure in order to document their effectiveness. These tools and guidebooks are not simply sources of technical resources on how to measure outcomes; they are carriers of normative ideas about practice (Powell & DiMaggio, 1991; Prior, 2003; Scott, 1995). Outcome measurement guides reflect dominant conceptions of nonprofit performance as well as direct nonprofits in the process of measuring their performance.

Selection and Analysis

The 10 guides selected for this analysis were identified through a scan of organizational websites conducted between August 2006 and March 2007. The organizational websites included funders from the Neighborhood Funders Group, local and national professional associations of nonprofits, management support organizations including those that focused on evaluation (e.g., Harvard Family Research Project, Innonet, TCC Group) as well as nonprofit professional publications (e.g., Chronicle of Philanthropy, Nonprofit Quarterly, Nonprofit Times). The assumption was that if nonprofits were interested in or required to develop an outcome measurement system, they would be guided by organizations that would have some expertise or authority on outcome measurement in their...
environment. In total, close to 500 websites were scanned using key words: accountability, performance, evaluation, and outcome.

Four publications—the Harvard Family Research Project newsletter, a publication by The Rensselaerville Institute, a report by NeighborWorks, and a guide for adopting Results-Oriented Management and Accountability (ROMA)—reviewed outcome measurement resources. Of the 19 resources listed in these publications, 10 of them were guides that appeared on more than one list and were targeted to nonprofits addressing a range of social problems (in contrast to resources targeted to government or nonprofits addressing a specific issue like substance abuse). These guides were chosen for analysis (see Appendix A). These 10 guides are not inclusive of all available outcome measurement material out there nor are these guides representative. This would assume that there is a population of outcome measurement material that can be readily identified and selected. However, the 10 guides collectively provide a reasonable proxy of how nonprofits are directed to measure their performance.

Once the guides were identified, the texts were then converted into Microsoft Word and uploaded into ATLAS.ti. The coding involved three analytical steps. First, the content was sorted into three categories using the following questions: (a) what are nonprofits told to measure? (b) how are they told to measure it? and (c) how are they guided to use this information? The findings reported here focus on the first question. Second, emergent themes were identified. For example, what were nonprofits told to measure were coded into subcodes: outcomes and process. In the next iteration, this coding scheme was refined. For example, “outcomes” were further coded into types of outcomes: knowledge, conditions, behavior, and so on. Finally, in addition to combing through the texts multiple times to further refine the codes, a search and an automatic code function in ATLAS.ti was used to identify all the instances of customer, client, beneficiary, participant, constituent, resident, community in order to detect any unanticipated themes or messages about the target population. In addition, all instances of terms such as outcome (to examine how the term was defined and the direction given to nonprofits about identifying their outcomes) and accountability (to examine how the term was used and in relationship to what set of stakeholders) were examined. In what follows, three measurement directives (in the form of advice provided by each guide) are presented with supporting evidence from the texts.

**General Description of the Guides**

The 10 guides shared a common purpose: encouraging and supporting nonprofits in the measurement of outcomes and using these data to improve effectiveness in addressing social problems. The 10 guides explain the rationale for measuring outcomes, including how measuring outcomes is distinct from reporting on activities. The guides then detailed how nonprofits should develop their outcome measurement system, including how to identify outcomes and other performance measures. This included positing questions and using models or templates. Despite the similarities, each of the guides had their unique emphasis. For example, Results-Based Accountability (RBA) emphasized the distinction between population and program accountability. Targeting Outcomes of Programs (TOPS) provided an integrated framework for program planning and evaluation. The Balanced Scorecard (BSC), originally developed by Kaplan and Norton for firms, looked at the internal drivers of external performance (internal process, employee learning, and growth). The Success Measures (SM) guide offered a roadmap for a participatory approach to evaluation and performance measurement and The Rensselaerville Institute’s Outcomes Funding Framework (TRI) suggested tracking milestones customers achieve in order to manage for performance. Two of the guides targeted a subfield of nonprofits (e.g., SM is targeted to community development organizations; ROMA is targeted to community action agencies) and addressed issues and concerns reflective of that field. The TRI guide targeted funders as well as nonprofit organizations.
Measurement directives about process. Nine of the ten guides pointed to process measures as insufficient for assessing nonprofit performance (see Table 2). In most guides, the “process” of working with users was defined as completing program-related activities (e.g., workshops delivered, counseling session completed, and students served). For example, one guide explained “Output measures [are the] results generated from the use of program inputs . . . These metrics track the number of people served, services provided, or units produced by a program or service. They may sometimes be referred to as activity measures” (BSC).

While most of the guides equated process with the completion of program-related activities, the advice in two guides suggested that the process cannot be equated to the completion of program-related activities. One guide stated: “It does not seem right to think of clients, workers, supplies and office space as inputs to the service sausage machine, producing outputs of cured, served, or fixed clients. The implication that there is a mechanistic relationship between inputting staff resources and outputting customer benefits seems absurd, if not insulting to [service providers] . . . working with people is simply more complicated than working with machines” (RBA). Outcomes Engineering (OE) noted: “For transformation-focused work . . . there are emerging opportunities that must be seized then-and-there or are lost . . . The responsiveness of the initiative in seizing these opportunities, as well as the quality of exchange between the parties, are the true measures of an initiatives performance.” Other guides similarly pointed to the need to measure not just the activities completed but how users felt about the quality of the interaction; for example, the guides suggested asking users about the pleasantness or friendliness of the service experience, counselor compassion, and dignity of treatment (BSC, Kellogg Foundation [KF], RBA, United Way of America [UWA]).

Measurement directives about responsiveness. The guides also directed nonprofits to measure responsiveness to users, as an indicator of good practice but how responsive was conceptualized varied across the guides and at times seemed to conflict with other directives suggesting nonprofits measure whether the program was implemented as intended. For example, responsiveness was conceptualized as (a) an ongoing process of adjusting to user’s needs (OE); (b) timely service (UWA, Urban Institute [UI]); and (c) as a reflection of the interests and priorities of those served (SM). At the same time, three of the guides implied that nonprofits measure whether programs were implemented as intended (KF, RBA, TOPS). For example, one guide noted that “most programs are designed to provide certain services in a certain way. Process evaluation can test if the program is operating true to design” (RBA). It was unclear how nonprofits were supposed to balance being responsive to users with program fidelity or to what extent frontline staff should adjust what they do in response to those they serve and when such adjustment may compromise desired outcomes.

Measurement directives about outcomes. All the guides offered distinct tools to help nonprofit staff identify meaningful outcome measures. Yet, outcomes were conceptualized differently across the guides. Five guides defined outcomes as changes in the target population as a result of participating in program activities (KF, ROMA, TRI, UWA, UI). Here, the program was an intervention to which the client or user responded and the outcomes were those that followed the program logic. In contrast, two of the guides defined outcomes as changes desired by the target population to which the program contributes (SM, OE). Here, users were the primary focus and the program or services were tools to support users in achieving desired outcomes. One guide also suggested nonprofits measure how staff and the organization changed as a result of the work with users, not just how the users change as a result of receiving services or participating in the program (OE).

These three sets of directives—directives about process, directives about responsiveness, and directives about outcomes—illustrate how current outcome measurement frameworks define nonprofit performance in terms of program activities completed and changes resulting from those program activities. The focus on program activities and program outcomes in existing outcome
measurement guidebooks is perhaps not surprising. Evaluation emerged as a distinct field during the War on Poverty. At the time, social scientists were called on to evaluate the effectiveness of major federal policy initiatives. Early evaluators were focused on methodological innovation and theories of value and knowledge (Shadish et al., 1991). Later evaluators started to offer more developed ideas of social programs, drawing on implementation studies coming out of public administration (Chen, 1990; Lipsky, 2010; Pressman & Wildavsky, 1973). Since that time evaluation scholars have called for richer theories of practice (Chen 1990; Schwandt, 2005; Shaw & Faulkner, 2006; Urban & Trochim, 2009; VanderPlaat, 1995). Despite these calls, this analysis shows that outcome measurement models still conceptualize nonprofit performance in terms of program implementation: the completion of program activities and the outcomes resulting from these activities.

While assessing the outcomes of program activities is critical, the accounts of frontline work shows that program activities are only one set of activities that staff undertake to support positive outcomes for those they serve. For example, outcome measurement frameworks suggest that

### Table 2. Measurement Directives About Process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Guide</th>
<th>Text from guides</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Balanced scorecard</td>
<td>Simply counting people served or dollars spent won’t cut it in today’s environment. You need to demonstrate advancement on the high-level, mission-based objectives that your constituents are requiring you to provide.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kellogg Foundation Logic model</td>
<td>Some grantees think activities are ends unto themselves. They report the numbers of participants they reach or the numbers of training sessions held as though they were results . . . Conducting an activity is not the same as achieving results from the accomplishment of that activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcomes engineering</td>
<td>Today, most stakeholders insist that initiatives document and somehow quantify the sustained changes occurring in the lives of those they reach. They want evidence of the worth of the initiatives they support in outcome units and not in process terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results-based accountability</td>
<td>In the change-agent model, the “number of clients served” is not an end product. Serving clients is a means to a change in customer or social conditions, the true end or purpose of the work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results-oriented management and accountability</td>
<td>Whether or not you think it is a good idea, the new emphasis on describing what you do in terms of results and outcomes is here to stay . . . So ROMA is an effort to shift our attention away from the inputs and operations of daily activity to the benefits that are produced for the participants and the community as a whole.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Success measures</td>
<td>The benefits from a program are not the same thing as program activities. Benefits are the positive changes we want to achieve in our community as a result of our activity. Activities are building houses, running training programs or youth programs. The changes make up the benefits picture, and are the purpose of our activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcomes funding framework</td>
<td>A problem stemming from the endless nature of processes is the difficulty in asking for outcomes. It is always possible to join the procedural march. It is much harder to step out of the parade to gauge just how far you have come, or when you will or should stop. Indeed, the process mindset asks us to focus not on outcomes but on activities. It is what we do that counts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United way</td>
<td>Both types of measurement are important for managers, but in past decades the focus has been on the outputs. The new, common sense approach is concerned with provision of benefits to the public</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban Institute key steps</td>
<td>Outputs are expected to lead to desired outcomes, but by themselves do not tell anything about the outcomes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
nonprofits measure programmatic activities like the number of parenting education classes completed in a student delinquency prevention program and the results of those programmatic activities such as (i) parents complete program; (ii) parents provide more school encouragement to their children’ (iii) children have better attendance at school, fewer behavioral problems in school and improved grades. But nonprofit staff do more than just complete parenting education classes; nonprofit staff will spend time getting to know the parents and the particular issues they face with their children. These relationships will help the staff adjust and at times change the workshop content and/or delivery to better meet the particular needs of parents. These adjustments may spur changes in program or organizational goals and inform the advocacy work of nonprofits. At the same time, staff may spend quite a bit of time working with individual parents to determine the steps they are able to make at home to support their children in school. This means that users may have different short-term outcomes as they address their child’s challenges in school. Staff may also link parents to outside resources that can address the general well-being of the family, which may be preventing the parents from fully participating in the program. All this relational work is critical in enabling parents to access the program, encouraging them to take positive action with their children, and ensuring that changes they make are more sustainable. Indeed, the differences among the guides also suggest this possibility. Consequently, these efforts risk mischaracterizing nonprofit performance.

**Beyond Program to Frontline Work**

This analysis suggests that developing outcome measurement frameworks that are informed by all the work frontline staff do is essential if outcome measurement is going to help nonprofits assess their contribution to the positive changes in users’ lives and identify areas for improvement. Three initial observations follow from the comparison of how nonprofit work is conceptualized in the outcome measurement guides versus in the descriptions of frontline work in empirical studies and first-hand accounts. First, the relational work of frontline staff is underconceptualized in the guides. Although the guides suggest that nonprofits measure service quality, including staff pleasantness and empathy, the accounts of frontline practice suggest that the quality of the interaction is not an addendum to program activities but that it anchors and organizes these activities. It is hard to imagine how staff would be able to work with residents to address neighborhood safety, provide small business development workshops to budding entrepreneurs, or counsel victims of domestic violence without developing a relationship with those they serve. The depth and breadth of this relational work varies: This work may be short or long term, more intensive around one issue or more comprehensive in nature, take place at a single point of service or at different levels within the organization (residents sit on the governing board, recipients receive program services, clients volunteer to help other clients). The limited attention to this work in the outcome measurement material leaves little room for understanding how and when this work contributes to long-term outcomes, when this work may be enabling poorly designed or underresourced programs to show evidence of success, or when this work may be counterproductive to changes desired by users.

Second, the analysis of the guides reveals a varied conception of how much staff should adjust what they do to meet the specific needs of those they serve. The guides direct nonprofits to measure responsiveness to users but responsiveness is conceptualized in different ways across the guides and on the whole the individual guides do not offer a clear conceptualization of this adjustment work. The accounts of frontline practice suggest that adjustment work may be more of a continuum, where some nonprofit agendas are adjusted based on input from users while others make adjustments within the confines of the program. Regardless, without recognizing the way staff adjust program and services based on user experiences and goals, the outcome measurement material cannot shed light on the extent to which staff make changes, how often this occurs, what this suggests about
program assumptions or policy prescriptions, or when such adjustments is the result is a lack of clear direction given to frontline staff.

Finally, the analysis of the guides shows that by and large outcomes are defined as the result of program activities. This certainly was not the case across all of the outcome measurement material but the image of the client, constituent, or resident as a receiver and reactor to programs was certainly evidenced as was the conception of outcomes as program outcomes. In contrast, frontline accounts suggest that staff start with the person they are serving, their particular concerns and goals, and then work to organize program and nonprogram resources to support positive change for users. When users are portrayed as responding to program activities in ways that correspond to program logic, users seem more like a means to achieving program outcomes, rather than the program activities supporting the users in achieving desired outcomes.

This analysis shows that equating nonprofit performance with the completion of program activities and changes resulting from those program activities risks mischaracterizing nonprofit performance. For example, not recognizing the work staff do to build relationships with clients means we do not understand how programs require different degrees and kinds of relational work or how relational work affects programmatic effectiveness. Not considering the work staff do to adjust programs or services to meet client needs means we miss valuable information about the limits of the program and the possible mismatch between interventions and the target population. Not registering how staff work with users to determine possible courses of action means that we miss understanding how failure to achieve programmatic outcomes by clients may reflect real progress on the part of a client who makes a different set of choices that do not conform to program logic. Not registering how staff work with users to determine possible courses of action means that we also miss understanding how much ownership users have in the changes they make and thus how sustainable measurable outcomes may be. Finally, by not considering the outside resources staff mobilize for users, we fail to understand how much nonprofit success is dependent on larger systems of support.

Pointing to the limits of assessing nonprofit performance by tracking program activities completed and the changes in the nonprofit target population as a result of their participation in program activities is consistent with the conclusions drawn by others who note the diverse roles nonprofits play in addressing social problems (Quarter & Richmond, 2001; Smith, 2010). The analysis presented here suggests that this limitation may not simply be one of inadequate attention to the different roles nonprofits play—social service delivery versus citizen engagement and community participation—but of the conceptions of nonprofit work more generally. Even when nonprofits are primarily involved in social service delivery, staff do build relationships with those they serve; adjust programs and services to meet the particular goals and needs of their target population; work with those they serve to determine the best course of action; and mobilize outside resources all in an effort to support positive outcomes.

While additional research is necessary to make specific recommendations for revising existing outcome measurement frameworks and/or developing alternative frameworks, evaluators could take a few steps to ensure outcome measurement better captures nonprofit performance. First, evaluators might develop guidance to help nonprofits measure the activities that extend beyond the program but that are critical to see positive outcomes from any program intervention. Toward this end, evaluators might consider anchoring the understanding of nonprofit outcomes in the full scope of frontline work. If the frontline encounter becomes the focus, then the program becomes something that structures but does not determine this encounter. For example, evaluators working with nonprofit organizations could start to incorporate relational work in their efforts to help nonprofits measure performance. For some nonprofits, relationship building is significant and for others it is less so. Understanding the importance of the relationship for the work, evaluators could help nonprofits incorporate ways to capture this work in their performance measurement systems. Evaluators could also examine the extent to which frontline staff adjust the program or service to meet the needs and
goals of the client. Assuming that these changes are not simply the result of learning how to implement a new program, evaluators could give greater attention to responsiveness and to how staff adjust the program or service to help users achieve positive outcomes.

This analysis also raises several questions that require additional research by evaluators. First, are the common tasks identified here—listening, naming, challenging, and linking—useful concepts for anchoring efforts to understand nonprofit relational work across diverse organizational settings? Some more specialized outcome measurement models actually capture these tasks. For example, the Women’s Funding Network developed a social change vector for its grantees that included listening as one of the four dimensions of practice (along with collaboration, empowerment, action, and outcomes). The SM model reviewed here includes a section on the linking work that nonprofit staff do, that is, community-building outcomes like building social relationships and networks. Evaluators could also draw on the extensive literature on frontline practice to shed additional light on this work and start to address questions such as: To what extent do nonprofits define their goals and strategies in response to those they serve? Do different social problems or nonprofit initiatives require greater responsiveness than others?

Second, building on the point raised earlier, evaluators could look to existing literature on relational work to inform additional research and inquiry in this area. Existing research demonstrates the importance of this relationship work for effectiveness. For example, empirical studies on relational work show how the quality of the relationships staff build with those they serve makes the achievement of task work easier (see Lann-Wolcott, Medvene, & Williams, 2010; Noddings, 2003). Research on emotional labor describes how workers must control their feelings and nonverbal expressions in order to have the desired outcome (see Guy, Newman, & Mastracci, 2008; Hochschild, 1983; Karabanow, 1999). We could ask questions such as: How important is this relationship work for this task work? How much time do staff spend in simply making a connection to a client who is socially disconnected before even considering any kind of support service? What types of relationships work against change? What types support change?

Third, evaluators could examine how the adoption of current outcome measurement frameworks has shaped the work frontline staff do with those they seek to serve. Since outcome measurement is intended to improve the lives of those served, ultimately those changes must filter down to the frontline encounter (e.g., Sandfort, 2000). How do existing frameworks, which do not fully capture what frontline staff do, influence this work? Is outcome measurement simply irrelevant for frontline staff, something that they work with or against? And with what consequence? In addition to shifting the focus of outcome measurement from the program to the frontline work, other lines of research would help us better understand the adoption and implementation of outcome measurement in the nonprofit sector. For example, we do not have any systematic data on what tools and resources nonprofits are using to develop their outcome measurement systems nor do we know how they are adapting their systems over time.

**Conclusion**

This article considered the extent to which existing outcome measurement frameworks are aligned with what nonprofit staff do to ensure positive outcomes for those they serve. The analysis showed that existing outcome measurement frameworks focus primarily on program activities completed and the changes in the users as a result of those program activities. This does not fully capture the work of frontline staff and thus risks mischaracterizing nonprofit performance. The article suggested that understanding nonprofit performance requires reanchoring outcome measurement in a fuller conception of nonprofit work. Drawing attention to the neglected facets of nonprofit work in current outcome measurement frameworks does not detract from their utility in measuring program outcomes. However, by adopting a more robust conception of nonprofit relational work, we might...
support more effective encounters between staff and constituents that are essential for achieving outcomes desired by users.

Appendix A

Outcome Measurement Guides and Tools Material Reviewed


Results-Based Accountability (RBA). Trying Hard is Not Good Enough: How to Produce Measurable Improvements for Customers and Communities by Mark Friedman, 2005, Victoria, BC, Canada: Trafford.
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